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FIXTURE SOLUTIONS
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Fix Them Right

» Our Industry 4.0 solution

Reji Varghese, Managing Director, RV Forms & Gears LLP (second from right) at the booth.

F

or Forms & Gears, being able
to participate in IMTEX is
good news. Reji Varghese,
Managing Director, Forms &
Gears, says, “We hope to interact
with clients from across the world
at the exhibition. As travel and
other post covid restrictions have
eased off, we expect many visitors
to attend this show.”
With a strong ability to provide
complete fixture solutions across
the globe for the last 45 years,
today, its strong partnership with
ASM Technologies is helping it
reach automotive OEMs, tractor
OEMs, commercial vehicles OEMs,
generator manufacturers, engine
testing companies, and other
special-purpose machine makers
to name a few.

Bringing in Exclusivity
The company is displaying its
Industry 4.0 product, Smartfix 4.0
and few more solutions in engineering services and laser special
machines. Manufacturing companies are compelled to increase
productivity by making existing
factories and manufacturing
processes smarter.
Varghese says, “Our Industry 4.0
solution enables manufacturers
to connect multiple manufacturing/production lines and
machines, acquire data at
different stages of production
from several disparate sources,
and develop capabilities like
remote monitoring, predictive
maintenance,
and
deliver
meaningful insights.”
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Conventional factory automation
systems require a lot of mechanical
equipment and maintenance while
being short on flexibility and high on
energy costs. “Our automation solutions with remotely operated part/
component/transfer technology
deliver higher performance levels
than conventional conveyors/transfer systems,” says Varghese.

